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Introduction. R. P. Boas suggested to the author the possibility of using

Lidstone series to discuss the analytic character of functions whose even de-

rivatives are positive on an interval. The author has described in an earlier

notet1) how this suggestion led him to prove that a function for which

(1) (- l)»/(2n)(*) = 0 (« = 0, 1, 2, • ■ • )

on an interval is necessarily entire. In that note it was stated that we would

show later the relation of this result to the problem of the representation of

functions by Lidstone series. It is the aim of the present paper to study this

relation.

A Lidstone series is a generalization of Taylor's series. It approximates to

a given function in the neighborhood of two points instead of one. Such series

have been studied by G. J. Lidstone(2), H. Poritsky(3), J. M. Whittaker(4),

I. J. Schoenberg(6) and others. More precisely the series has the form

(2) /(*) = f(l)Ao(x) +/(0)Ao(l - x) +f"(l)Ai(x) +/"(0)A1(1 -*)+...,

where An(x) is a polynomial of degree 2w+l defined by the relations

Ao(x) = x,

A,['(x) = A_i(x),

A„(0) = An(l) = 0 (n = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ ).

Thus it is clear that the sum of an even number of terms of the series (2) is

a polynomial which coincides with/(x) at x = 0 and at x=l. Moreover, each

even derivative of the polynomial which does not vanish identically coincides

with the corresponding derivative of f(x) at those points.
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Boas has suggested, following the analogy with the completely monotonie

functions of S. Bernstein, that we call functions satisfying (1) completely con-

vex. We adopt this terminology and show that any function which is com-

pletely convex in an interval of length greater than -k has an expansion (2)

with every term positive. Since the sum of a Lidstone series must be entire

we have here a new proof of the result mentioned above.

This sufficient condition for expansion in Lidstone series is not necessary,

as simple examples show. In earlier papers, necessary conditions and sufficient

conditions have been obtained, but none that are both necessary and suffi-

cient. In the present paper such conditions are obtained by introducing the

class of minimal completely convex functions, a slight variation of the class

described above. It is proved, in fact, that a real function can be expanded in

an absolutely convergent Lidstone series if and only if it is the difference of

two minimal completely convex functions.

1. The Green's function of a certain differential system. Define a function

G(x, /) as follows

G(x, t) = (x - l)t (0 = t < x = 1),

= (t - l)x (0 = x = t ^ 1).

If <j>(x) is any function continuous in the interval Q=x = l, then it is easily

verified that the unique solution of the differential system,

/"(*) = *(*),

/(0) = /(l) = 0,

is

(1.2) f(x) =        G(x, t)<b(t)dt.f(x) =   I    G(x,
J 0

Consider next the successive iterates of G(x, t), defined by the equations

Gi(x, /) = G(x, /),

G„(x, /) =        G(x, y)Gn-x(y, t)dy (n = 2,3, ■ ■ ■).
J o

From the property of G(x, t) described above it is now clear that the function,

f(x) =  J    G„(x, t)<¡>(t)dt,

is the unique solution of the differential system

/<»•>(*) = <f>(x),

/t")(0) = /<">(!) = 0        (k = 0, 1, •••,»- 1).
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In fact Gn(x, t) is the familiar Green's function of the system. Observe that

( — l)"Gn(x, t) is non-negative in the unit square O^x^l, 0^/^l.

Finally we see that the unique solution of the system

(1.3)     /<2">(z) = *(*), /<2*>(fJ) = a2k,    /<2*>(1) = b2k (k = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ , n - 1),

is
n-1 n 1

f(x) = oo(l — x) + b0x + Yl aik I    Gk(x, t)(l — l)dt
fc-l        •/ 0

+ 6m f G*(z, 0^< + 7¿„(x),
•'o

where

Rn(x) =   f  Gn(x, t)<f>(t)dt.
J a

If in this equation we replace a2fc, b2k and c6(x) by their values in terms of f(x)

as given by the differential system (1.3) we obtain an identity which holds

for all functions/(x) possessing a sufficient number of derivatives. In fact this

identity can be obtained without any appeal to the theory of differential equa-

tions by integrating the last integral by parts. We state the result as a theo-

rem.

Theorem 1.1. If f(x) is a function of class C2n in the interval 0 ^x ^ 1, then

f(x) =/(0)(l - *) +f(l)x + E/<2*>(0)  f  Gk(x, t)(l - l)dt

(1.4)

+ fw(l) f  Gk(x,t)tdt + Rn(x),
J 0

where

=    I       Gn(x,
J 0

Rn(x)   = Gn(x,  t)f^(t)dt.

2. Certain Fourier expansions. Starting with the familiar Fourier series

4   "   sin (2k + l)irt
1 = — E —-— (0 < t < 1),

x a   (2k + i)

we multiply the series by Gi(x, t) and integrate with respect to t from zero to

unity. By (1.1) and (1.2) we have

/.

1 sin (2k + l)irx
Gi(x, t) sin (2k + l)irt dt =-¡

(2k + l)W
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so that we obtain at once the Fourier expansion of /¿Gi(x, t)dt. Repeating the

process n times we obtain

Theorem 2.1. For 0^x5=1 and n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ the following expansion holds:

4      "   sin (2k + l)wx
(2.1) f  Gn(x,l)dt= (- l)«_i-¿

Jo ir2n+1 i_ott^1 tJo    (2k + l)2n+l

A result of a similar nature is obtained from the familiar series

2   <°    (_ l)*+i
t = — 22-sin kirt (0 < t < 1).

TT    k=X k

We record the result in

Theorem 2.2. For O^x^l and »= 1, 2, • • ■ the following expansion holds :

/•i                                         2      M    (— l)*+lG„(x, t)t dt= (-1)"-22 -sin k*x.
0                                                        TT2"+1  S        ¿2"+1

3. Lidstone polynomials. The function (2.2) is clearly a polynomial of

degree 2n + l since its derivative of order 2« is the function x. We shall refer to

it as the Lidstone polynomial of order n and, following the original notation

of Lidstone, set

Ao(x) = x,

An(x) =   f  G„(x, t)tdl (n = 1, 2, • • • ).
J 0

By subtracting equation (2.2) from equation (2.1) we have

/G„(x,
o

2      ™    sin kicx
tyi - t)dt = (-iy —-J2

ir¿n+1 *_i

But if we replace x by (1— x) in this series we obtain the series (2.2), whose

sum is A„(x). That is, the equation

|   G„(x, i)(l - t)dt = A„(l - x)
•I 0

holds at least for 0^x£= 1. But the result is true for all x since both sides of

the equation are polynomials. Equations (1.4) and (2.2) now become

(t)dt,(3.1)   f(x) = £ [/<2*>(0)A*(x) +/<2*>(l)Ait(l - x)]+ f  G„(x, i)/(2":
k=0 J 0

(3.2)Kn(x) = (- 1)"-V-Í-sin kwx (0 = x = 1).
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4. Asymptotic behavior of A„(x) for large w. The first term of the Fourier

expansion (3.2) serves as a close approximation to An(x) if « is large. More

explicitly we have

2
(— l)nA„(x)-sin irx

^n+l

Theorem 4.1. 7&ere exists a constant M such that

(4.1)

For, it is clear from equation (3.2) that for 0^x:S 1,

2
(— l)"A„(x)-sin irx

M
<-    (0 è x < 1;« = 0, 1, • • • ).

(2lr)2n+l        <•

2        r        /2\2n+1      /2\2"+1

(2,r)

The result is now obvious since the Dirichlet series in brackets tends to unity

when « becomes infinite.

Theorem 4.2. There exists a constant M such that

M
0 g (- l)"An(x) S •— (0 á x á 1; » - 1, 2, - • • ).

7T2n

This follows at once from (4.1).

Theorem 4.3. For any fixed xo between zero and unity there is a constant M

such that

M
(- l)"A„(xo) = —- (n = 1, 2, • • • ).

ir2"

For by (4.1) we see that

An(xo)7r2" 2
lim (- 1)" -—-= — (0 < x» < 1).
n-+<* sin irXo IT

Theorem 4.4. There exists a constant M such that

r1 M
0 Ú (- 1)"       Gn(x, t)dt ^ — (Og * á 1; » - 1, 2, • • • ).

Jo 7T2"

This is proved from equation (2.1) as Theorem 4.1 was proved from equa-

tion (3.2).

5. Lidstone series. We denote the class of real entire functions of expo-

nential type less than ir by P. In order to make our results independent of the

theory of entire functions we may introduce the class by means of the follow-

ing definition.

Definition 5.1. A real entire function f(x) belongs to the class P if there

exists a positive number p<w such that
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(5.1) /<»>(0) = 0(p") (n^cc).

Concerning this class of functions we prove a preliminary result.

Lemma 5.1. Iff(x) belongs to P then there exists a positive number p <ir such

that

/<n)(x) = 0(pn)

uniformly in 0 :S x ^ 1.

For, by Taylor's expansion

/<»>(*) = ¿ /<»+*>(0) ̂- •
k=0 k\

By (5.1)

I /<n>(x) | ^ MX Pn+k ~ ^ Mpne» (0 ^ x g 1),
4=0 ¿!

where M is some constant. This proves the lemma. Note that if f(x) belongs

to P then /(x+a) does also for every constant a. The interval (0, 1) of the

lemma could be replaced by any finite interval.

Theorem 5.1. If f(x) belongs to P, then

(5.2) /(x) =/(l)A0(x) +/(0)Ao(l - x) +/"(l)A1(x) +/"(0)Ai(l - x) + ■ • • ,

the series converging uniformly in 0 ¿ x ^ 1.

Denote by sn(x) the sum of the first n terms of the series (5.2). Then by

Theorem 1.1, Theorem 4.4 and Lemma 5.2 there is a constant M such that

| f(x)   -  Sin(x) |   á j     (-   1)"G„(X, t) | /<*»>(<) |  dt   =   m(£\

(» - 0, 1, • ■ • ).
Also

Sin+l(x)   =  S2n(x)  +/<2»>(0)An(x).

By Theorem 4.2 and Definition 5.1 we see that

lim/<2n)(0)An(x) = 0
n—*oo

uniformly in O^xgl, so that the theorem is established.

Theorem 5.2. If the series

(5.3) ôoAo(x) + a0A0(l — x) + èiA^x) + aiAi(l — x) + • • •

converges for a single value of x in 0<x<l, it converges uniformly throughout

that interval to a function f(x). Then the series
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¿>i      ai      ¿>2      a2

(5.4) *, + „■+      +
7r¿        ir¿        ir*       ir*

converges and

(5.5)   /<2*>(x) = ¿>*Ao(x) + atA0(l - *) + 6n-iAi(«) + «n-i(l - x) +

for O^x^l and k=0, 1, 2, • • • .

For, if the series (5.3) converges for x=Xo then

lim bnAn(xo) = 0, lim a„A„(l — x0) = 0.
n—* « n—* »

Then by Theorem 4.3

bn = 0(ir2"),        an = 0(tt2«).

This shows by (4.1) that the series

(5.6)

AT 2 sin 7txo~|
2>Ja„(x„)-(- i)-    t +i
n-0        L 7T2n+1      J

[2 sin 7rxo"l
A„(l - x„) -(- I)--——

TT2n+l      J

converges absolutely. Subtracting from this the series (5.3) convergent for

x = Xo we see that the resulting series

2 sin 7rxo Ji, bn an
(5-7)-£(_!).+(_!)»

ir „_o vln r2n

must converge. That is, (5.4) must converge. When Xo is replaced by the vari-

able x in (5.6) and (5.7) it is clear that both series converge uniformly in

OiSx^l. The same must be true of their difference, the series (5.3).

Finally, to prove (5.5) we must prove the series (5.5) uniformly conver-

gent in O^x^ 1. To see this we note that the series

(5.8)

JL f 2 sin ttxJ
¿2bn+k   A„(x)-(-D"      2n+i
n=0 L_ 7T J

[2 sin irx~]
A„(l-x)-(-l)"-^rJ,

(5.9) 2 sin ^¿(-l)»-6^-+ (-1)»   '
„=o it- ir2n+l

both converge uniformly in Oaï^l by Theorem 4.1 and by the convergence

of (5.7). Hence the sum of the series (5.8) and (5.9), series (5.5), must also

converge uniformly in 0 5[ x ^ 1.
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6. Completely convex functions. Since the successive Lidstone polyno-

mials alternate in sign on the interval O^x^l, it is natural to consider for

expansion in Lidstone series functions whose even derivatives alternate in

sign on that interval. We call such a function completely convex there.

Definition 6.1. A real function f(x) is completely convex on the interval

a :S x 5= 5 if it has derivatives of all orders there and if

(- l)kf-2k\x) =Q (a = x = b; k = 0, 1, 2, • • • ).

For example, the functions sin x and cos x are completely convex on the in-

tervals (0, tt) and (—tt/2, tt/2), respectively.

We now prove certain properties of functions of this class.

Theorem 6.1. If f(x) is completely convex in O^x^l, then

/(2*>(0) = 0(ir2"),
(6.1) J

/<»>(1) = 0(t") (Ä->oo).

Consider the identity (3.1) for the present function/(x). Since every term

of the series is non-negative we have

(6 2) ° - fiW^A"^ = Kx)'

0 = /<**>(1)A*(1 - x) = f(x) (0=x^l;k = 0,l,---).

In particular, choose x = l/2 and apply Theorem 4.3. This gives the relations

(6.1) at once.

Theorem 6.2. If f(x) is completely convex in 0^x:£ 1, then there is a con-

stant M such that

o = (- i)y<2t>(x) = M(--) >

(6.3)

0 ^ (- l)XfW(x) = Ml—-j (*-»oo).

For, if f(x) is completely convex in a^x — b, then the same is true of

F(x) = f(a + bx — ax)

in OsíxíS 1. By Theorem 6.1 we have for 0^o<6^1

F<2*>(0) = ß2k)(a)(b - a)2k = 0(v2k),

J7CM>(1)  = /(2*)(6)(6 - a)2k = 0(ir2k) (k-* co).

Choosing first a=0, 6=x<l and then a=x>0, b = l we obtain (6.3) from

(6.4). One sees easily from (6.2) that M is independent of x in (6.3).

We introduce next a familiar result of J. Hadamard(6) as

(6) See, for example, T. Carleman, Les Fonctions Quasi-Analytiques, Paris, 1912, p. 12.
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Lemma 6.1. If f(x) is of class C2 in a^x^b and if

max   | f(x) | = Mo,

max   | f"(x) | = Mi

then
.       2Mo      Mi (b - a)

|/'(x)|g--+-K-- (aûxZb).
b — a 2

By use of this result we can now prove

Theorem 6.3. If f(x) is completely convex in a^x^b with b — a>l, then

f(x) belongs to class P and equation (5.2) holds.

From (6.4) we have for a suitable constant AT

\f-2k)(x)\ g ATI-) (a^x^b).
\b — x)

Choose a number c so near a that b — e>l. Then

/<2*>(x) I = M (——) (a = x g c).

Setting ir/(b — c) =p we have by Lemma 6.1

2M                     (c - a)
| /(**+i)(x) | g -¿i* + m-p2k+2.

c — a 2

That is,

f«\x)=0(pk) (*-*«),

uniformly in (a_xgc). This shows that/(x) is entire and that/(x+a) be-

longs to P. It follows that f(x) belongs to P and the theorem is proved.

7. Minimal convex functions. The sufficient condition of Theorem 6.3 for

the representation of a function in Lidstone series is not necessary. For ex-

ample, the function sinh x is not completely convex in any interval; yet it

has the Lidstone expansion

CO

sinh x = sinh 1^ A„(x).

We shall see that a convergent Lidstone series with every term non-negative

in Ogx^l defines a function which is completely convex there. But observe

that sin irx has the same property. Yet it has no Lidstone representation

since every term of the Lidstone series for this function is zero. To obtain con-

ditions that are both necessary and sufficient we introduce a further definition.
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Definition 7.1. A function f(x) is a minimal completely convex function in

the interval 0 =x = 1 if it is completely convex there and if f(x) — e sin irx is not

completely convex there for any positive e.

For example, the functions f(x) =0 and f(x) =sin x are minimal convex

functions in O^x^l but the function/(x) = sin irx is not.

Theorem 7.1. If the series

Z (- D"6nA„(x) + (- 1)MJU(1 - *),
(7.1) „=o

o„ = 0,        bn = 0 (n = 0, 1, 2, • • • )

converges tof(x), thenf(x) is a minimal completely convex function in the interval

Ogx^l.

Differentiating series (7.1) we obtain

oo

(-   l>*/<»>(*)   =  £ (-   l)"ön+*An(x)  + (-   D'On+tAnU   -  x).
n-0

Since the right-hand side is non-negative f(x) is completely convex in 0 ^x ^ 1.

By Theorem 4.2

OO

(- l)*/<2*>(x) á M22 (an+k + bn+k)ir-2" = MT2kRk,
n-0

where

n=*   7T2" ,T2"

By Theorem 5.2, Rk is defined and tends to zero with 1/k. For à given positive

number e and a number Xo between zero and one we can find an integer k so

large that

MRk — e sin 7txo < 0.

That is, the function

(- l)*[/(x) - esin7Tx]t2*>

is negative at xo. Hence f(x) is a minimal completely convex function in

O^xgl.
For our next result we need to prove a lemma.

Lemma 7.1. Iff(xi) and —f"(x) are non-negative inO^x^l and iff(xo) > eir

for some number Xo in that interval, then

(7.2) f(x) > e sin wx (0|^ x á 1).
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The result is obvious geometrically, but we give an analytical proof. If

0 <Xo g 1 we have by the convexity of f(x)

f(x) ^ /(0) + [ex - /(0)jx0-1x (0 g x g xo),

f(x) ^ [/(0)(xo - x) + txxjxo-1 (Oii^ xo),

f(x) > exx ^ e sin xx (0 g x g Xo).

If Xo = l the proof is complete. Otherwise by applying what has just been

proved to the function f(l— x) we see that (7.2) also holds in xo^xgl. Fi-

nally, if xo = 0 the above proof is applicable to the function f(l—x).

Theorem 7.2. If f(x) is a minimal completely convex function inO^x^l,

then it can be expanded in a convergent Lidstone series.

Define sn(x) as in §5. Then under the present hypothesis on/(x) it is clear

from equation (3.1) that

sn(x)^f(x)        (0á *g 1;» = 0, 1, •■•).

and that s„(x) is a non-decreasing function of « for each x. Hence s„(x) tends

to some function as « becomes infinite. We wish to prove that its limit is/(x).

Suppose the contrary and assume that for some xo in Oijxg 1

/(x0) — lim Sn(xo) = A > 0.
n—»»

Then

(7.3) /(Xo)- Sin(Xo)=    f    Gn(Xo, l)f2"\t)dt   äÄ (»  =   1,  2,  •   •  •   ).
J 0

Since/(x) is a minimal completely convex function,/(x)— 6 sin xx fails to be

completely convex in Ogxá 1 for every positive «. Choose €<A/(xAT), where

AT is the constant of Theorem 4.4. Then there exists an integer k and a num-

ber Xo in (0, 1) such that

(- l)*/(ai:)(*o) - «x2* sin xxo < 0.

By virtue of Lemma 7.1 this implies that

(_ !)*/<«>(*) = Élr2*+i (o g x S 1),

so that by Theorem 4.4

f  Gk(xo, t)fW(t)dtS «xAf < A.
J 0

This contradicts inequality (7.3). The assumption that sn(x) does not~ ap-

proach f(x) as « becomes infinite is untenable, so that our theorem is proved.

8. Necessary and sufficient conditions for representation. We conclude by
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proving a necessary and sufficient condition that f(x) can be represented by

an absolutely convergent Lidstone series

Theorem 8.1. A necessary and sufficient condition that f(x) can be repre-

sented by an absolutely convergent Lidstone series is that it should be the difference

of two minimal completely convex functions on 0 ^ x ^ 1.

To prove the sufficiency of the condition let

fix) = g(x) - h(x),

where g(x) and h(x) are both minimal completely convex functions on

Ogx^l. By Theorem 7.2

*(*) = ¿ g(2n)(l)A„(x) + g<2»>(0)An(l - x),

CO

h(x) = 22^2n)(l)An(x) + Ä<2">(0)A„(1 - x).
n-=0

Each series has only positive terms so that when we subtract them the result

is an absolutely convergent Lidstone series whose sum is/(x).

Conversely, assume that

CO

(8.1) f(x) = 22 bnAn(x) + anAn(l - x),
n=0

the series converging absolutely. Set

oo

*(*)= T.(- l)n|£»|A„(x) + (- i)«| flB| A,(l - x),
n=0

00

*(*) = E (- i)"{ IM- (--i)"Ma,(*)
n=0

+ (- 1)»{ | a„| - (- l)"a„}A„(l - x).

These series both converge since (8.1) converges absolutely. Every term of

these two series is positive. Hence by Theorem 7.1 g(x) and h(x) are minimal

completely convex. Since f(x) =g(x) —h(x), our result is completely proved.
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